Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias) √ No specific blind method was described and author was not contacted.
Blinding of outcome assessment (detection bias) √ We observed through the paper that no blinding on outcomes assessors in the trials.
Incomplete outcome data (attrition) √
Based on checking the number of patients in Analysis section and randomized number, there might be no missing data.
Selective reporting (reporting bias) √ Based on checking the outcome measures in Analysis and
Method sections, there might be no selective report.
Other bias √ Unclear due to lack of eligible information. Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias) √ We observed through the paper that no blinding was used.
Incomplete outcome data (attrition) √
Selective reporting (reporting bias) √ Adverse events were not described in detail, there might be selective reporting.
Other bias √ Unclear due to lack of eligible information.
Li JK 2013[26]
Authors' judgement Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias) √ We observed through the paper that no blinding was used.
Incomplete outcome data (attrition) √
Shen HJ 2010[30]
Authors Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias) √ We observed through the paper that no blinding was used.
Incomplete outcome data (attrition) √
WangWP 2010[32]
Incomplete outcome data (attrition) √
Other bias √ Unclear due to lack of eligible information. Other bias √ Unclear due to lack of eligible information.
